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The new
Huisman 3,000
tonne ring crane

The new Liebherr
LTM1300-6.3

Liebherr’s new 300
tonner
The new crane
features an
eight section
90m boom

Liebherr has launched a new 300 tonne six
axle All Terrain, the LTM 1300-6.3 with a
90 metre main boom which can remain on
board within 12 tonne axle loads. The new
crane features the manufacturer’s single
engine concept together with ECOmode,
ECOdrive, VarioBallast and new VarioBase
Plus outrigger set-up system which features
a wider more variable rear outrigger spread
- up to 9.4 metres - as well as Auto-Ballast.
The maximum counterweight is 88 tonnes
configured to provide the maximum number
of transport permutations. It can also
operate with eight tonnes less ballast than the LTM1300-6.2 without
compromising capacities.
The current 300 tonne LTM 1300-6.2 - with its 78 metre boom which can
also be used with a full luffing jib - will remain in the Liebherr All Terrain lineup, for the foreseeable future.
The new model has been designed for applications such as tower crane
erection, antennae installation and wind turbine maintenance work. Its eight
section 90 metre boom will not support a luffing jib, but in addition to a 20
metre bi-fold swingaway extension it offers a range of lattice extensions
- some with hydraulic luffing capability - for a maximum tip height of 126
metres.

99ft Dingli scissor lift
Chinese manufacturer Dingli, has released two new heavy-duty narrow
aisle scissor lifts - the 86ft JCPT2814DC and the 99ft JCPT3214DC. The
new models use the proven technology from the company’s 22 metre
models which for the past two years have been exceptionally popular in
many parts of Europe.
With working heights of 28 metres and 32 metres respectively, both have
a 750kg maximum platform capacity or 600kg unrestricted. They also have
an overall width of 1.39 metres, are 5.69 and 6.41 metres long respectively
with an overall height of 3.17 metres when guardrails are folded. The extra
height on the JCPT3214DC comes from longer scissor arms rather than an
additional stack. Overall weight is 18,300kg for the JCPT2814 and 22,200kg
for its larger brother, while platform lengths are 5.08 and 5.85 metres and 1.2
metres wide.
A 1.9 metre roll-out extension creates a 7.75 metre long work platform on the
JCPT3214 and just under seven metres on the JCPT2814. Both can drive at
full height and in spite of these being slab electric machines, four wheel drive
and steer are standard. Power comes from an 80 volt/520Ah high-capacity
lithium battery pack
feeding AC motors
which are said to be
good for three to four
days of typical work.
A 620Ah full traction
battery option is also
available.
The two new Dingli heavy-duty scissor lifts
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3,000t ringer for BMS

Danish crane and aerial lift rental group BMS has ordered a 3,000 tonne
Huisman electric powered ringer crane for its Heavy Crane division,
with an option for a second unit. The crane uses a modular ring system
which can be used with a full 360 degree ring or quarter sections
depending on site layout.
The crane set up has been optimised for work in the wind industry with the
capacity to lift 1,200 tonne components to heights of up to 225 metres,
as well as manage loads
of up to 3,000 tonnes. The
crane has been designed for
installing the next generation
of wind turbines both onshore
and offshore and on floating
foundations. Delivery is
scheduled for the second half
of 2023.
The new crane can lift 1,200t to a height of 225m

JLG Quad Track
JLG has launched a new four track option for its 60ft 600S and 66ft
660SJ telescopic boom lifts, which is also retrofittable on some two
wheel steer models. There are also plans to offer it on other models in
the future.
Quad Track
- which will
initially only
be available on
ANSI machines
- uses four low
profile 457mm
wide triangular
rubber track
systems, each
of which is
834mm high
and 1.37 metres
long with four
lower rollers.
They bolt
directly onto
the standard
machine’s
wheel hubs
allowing easy
conversion
from wheels to
tracks and back
again.

A JLG 660SJ with the Quad
Track option installed

The rubber tracks have been designed to provide smooth
travel over obstacles and slope transitions
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The new XCMG XCC2000
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The first three sections have four chords while the rest
of the five metre jib sections have three chords

2,000t tele crawler
from XCMG
Late last year Chinese manufacturer XCMG announced two new highcapacity telescopic cranes for wind turbine installation - the 1,800
tonne, nine axle XCA1800 All Terrain and the 2,000 tonne XCC2000
telescopic crawler crane named the ‘Windflex 3’ and ‘Windflex 4’
respectively.
At least three units have already been delivered to wind farm construction
sites in China, while at least one telescopic crawler has been delivered and
already installed several 3.5MW turbines.
Specification details are scant but both cranes have similar seven section
booms with a total length of around 100 metres or so. The boom on the All
Terrain is convertible with the four inner sections removable to leave the
crane with a shorter heavy duty 50 metre boom making it ideally suited
for road travel. The crawler on the other hand has a simple seven section
boom. The XCC2000 has a relatively narrow track chassis, equipped with
large swing out two-stage telescopic outriggers, providing a large base as
well as the ability to level on uneven ground.
On its first job the XCC2000 lifted a 132 tonne nacelle to a hub height
of 145 metres.
The crane used
The XCMG XCA1800
the fully extended
main boom plus
around 60 metres
of cable supported
lattice extension
for a maximum tip
height of around 165
metres.

51ft Zoomlion
electric RT boom

Wolffkran low top
tower crane

Wolffkran has launched a new 800 tonne/metre low top tower
crane, the Wolff 8076 Compact. The first Wolff saddle jib crane
in this class, it has been designed to meet growing demand to
lift heavier prefabricated building components and modules. It
features jib lengths of up to 80 metres with a jib tip capacity of
8.4 tonnes.
Maximum capacity is 40 tonnes at a radius of up to 28.2 metres on
just two falls. A new feature is the four chord jib which transitions
to a three chord structure after the first three sections. The company
claims that this concept increases capacities by up to 40 percent
over a full three chord jib. The counter jib can be configured with a
standard length of 30.3 metres for optimum performance, or 22.3
metres when space is an issue. Even with the shorter counter jib and
55 metre jib, the tip capacity is a healthy 16.6 tonnes.
The 8076 Compact is designed to be used with Wolff’s 2.9x2.9 metre
TV 29 tower system providing a free standing height of up to 100
metres. The crane is equipped with the company’s 132kW HW 40132
FU hoist winch provides line speeds of up to 95 metres per minute, or
17 metres per minute with the 40 tonne maximum capacity.

Zoomlion has unveiled its first all-electric Rough Terrain articulated
boom lift - the 51ft ZA16JERT - which features a dual over centre
sigma type riser topped by a two section telescopic boom and 1.53
metre articulating jib. This gives a working height of 17.8 metres with a
maximum outreach of 9.7 metres at an up & over height of almost eight
metres with its 250kg maximum platform capacity.
Power comes from a 48 volt 320A/h battery pack feeding AC electric drive
and lift motors with four wheel drive and oscillating axle. The unit has an
overall width of 2.3 metres, an overall length of 7.7 metres and a stowed
height of 2.3 metres. Total weight is 7,300kg. The standard specification
includes secondary guarding and a full on-board diagnostics package with
4.3 inch display.

Zoomlion’s new 51ft
electric boom lift
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Fully insulated
CMC spider lift
CMC has launched an all-new 23 metre insulated spider lift, the i23,
which it says will be the first model in a new line of ‘i’ series insulated
spider lifts. The lift is insulated to 46kV with fibre boom inserts along
with a highly insulation fibreglass material for the one person platform/
bucket and special non-conductive oil in the hydraulic system.
The i23 offers a maximum working height of 22.8 metres, a maximum
outreach of 10 metres at an up & over height of 12 metres with the 180kg
unrestricted maximum platform capacity. While the bucket is 600mm square
it still features 180 degrees of platform rotation. The unit has 400 degrees
of slew - 200 degrees either side of centre front - while the overall weight is
3,930kg.
The new models are aimed at a variety of users for applications such as
power line work, industrial maintenance and tree pruning where overhead
power lines may be present.
The new CMC i23 spider lift

Germany’s first
Sinoboom ML10EJ
Bonn-based rental company BHV Arbeitsbühnen has taken delivery of
the first 10 metre Sinoboom ML10EJ mast boom in Germany.
The new lift is a classic 10 metre mast boom with
a working height of 10.3 metres, an outreach of
3.3 metres at a height of around six metres with
a platform capacity of
200kg. Overall width is
990mm, overall height of
1.9 metres and an overall
length of just under three
metres. Overall weight is
2,678kg.

Sinoboom ML 10EJ

New 19m Platform
Basket road/rail boom

Platform Basket has introduced an all-new road/rail mounted selfpropelled telescopic boom lift, the RR19/500, with a working height of
19 metres and a maximum platform capacity of 500kg.
The new boom features a three section boom with internal hoses and cables,
topped by an articulating jib. It is a big brother to the 14 metre RR14/400
with similar features such as Euro V diesel power, auxiliary engine,
independent hydrostatic transmission, four wheel drive for both road and
rail wheels, four wheel steer, oscillating axles and automatic superstructure
levelling to allow work on tracks with up to 200mm of cant. Slew is 360
degrees - 180 degrees either side - with a maximum travel speed of 19kph
when stowed.

100 Versalift
VTL135F for AFI

The Platform Basket RR19/500

UK rental group AFI has ordered 100 new 13.5 metre Versalift VTL135F
3.5 tonne van mounts for its Facelift van mounted fleet.
The Versalift VTL135F claims to offer one of the best outreaches on the
market at 8.4 metres with 120kg in the basket, while the maximum platform
capacity is 230kg available at an outreach of up to seven metres. The unit
also features a jib with 140 degrees of articulation. All vans are equipped
with an onboard ultra-violet disinfecting light.
The VTL135F has up to 8.4m of outreach

First Genie S-80 TraX
Dutch aerial lift rental company 1.2.3 Machineverhuur has taken
delivery of the very first 80ft Genie S-80 J TraX telescopic boom lifts
to be delivered worldwide. The company purchased the four tracked
platforms from local distributor HDW and are the only booms of this
size and format to be built by any manufacturer.
Using the same concept employed on the smaller Genie TraX boom lifts, the
machines offer a working height of 26.4 metres and a maximum outreach of
16.7 metres with its 300kg unrestricted maximum platform capacity. Overall
weight is just over 13 tonnes. Standard equipment on the new models
includes two work
lights, a secondary
guarding system
and Stage V diesel
power, while the
four independently
controllable tracks
have a steering
angle of 30 degrees. The world’s first Genie S-80 J TraX
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Dingli’s 26m glass handler
Chinese aerial lift manufacturer Dingli has launched a new
1,500kg vacuum glass lifting head and conversion for its
86ft/26 metre BT2615ERTGS all-electric boom. The vacuum
head is made up of eight autonomous vacuum pads which do
not require tubes from a central pump. The modular design is
based on a product the company launched in 2020 which has
been extended from 500kg to 1,200kg and now 1,500kg.
The aerial work platform base is equipped with an 80 volt,
520Ah high-capacity lithium battery pack with quick charge
capability of 1.5 hours. The boom’s base remains the same with
four wheel drive and
steer plus an oscillating
axle. The machine will
take up to 1,500kg to its
maximum lifting height
of just over 26 metres.
The glass handling head
can rotate 360 degrees,
tilt forward 30 degrees
and back 90 degrees and
articulate 160 degrees
for precise placement
of panels via a wireless
remote controller.

The new Dingli vacuum lifting head
The machine
can place up to
16 panels a day

Electric conversion pack for
JLG 660SJ
JLG has developed a retrofit ‘Conversion
Kit’ to convert its diesel powered 66ft
660SJ telescopic booms to battery
electric power. Customers of the JLG
660SJ can replace the engine with a
lead acid or lithium-ion battery pack
along with electric motors to drive the
hydraulic pumps.

A converted JLG 660SJ - decals included

The pack is aimed at extending the working life of existing boom lifts as demand for emission free
models increases. Covered by the JLG warranty programme, lead acid conversion kits are available
now with the lithium version due in the spring.

Third 104m Bronto for
Jalo & Jalo

Sami Jalo with the new
Bronto S104HLA

Finnish rental company Jalo & Jalo has
taken delivery of Bronto’s redesigned
104 metre S104HLA truck mounted
work platform. The new model is
mounted on a six axle Volvo 12x4x8
chassis with a GVW of 63.5 tonnes and
axle weights well below 12 tonnes.
Unlike the older S104s, the chassis cab
is mounted in the standard truck configuration which dramatically improves the approach angle.
The older units were also too heavy for the Norwegian road regulations.
The new machine offers up to 33 metres of outreach at an up & over height of 17 metres. Maximum
up & over height is 64 metres with an outreach of 25 metres. The unit was ordered with the
extendable cage option which hydraulically increases the platform width from 2.4 to 3.7 metres.
Maximum platform capacity is 600kg which
is available for all but the last two metres of
outreach on the working envelope. Other options
ordered include hydraulic and water outlets in
the platform, a material winch, generator and
Older Bronto S104HLAs had repositioned cabs
emergency back-up system.
December/January 2022 cranes & access
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More Brontos for Boom

Australian crane and aerial lift rental company Boom Logistics has taken delivery of three
new Bronto truck mounted work platforms - two 56 metre S56XRs and a 70 metre S70XR.
A further five units - three S56XRs and two S70XRs - are due to be delivered over the next
few months.
One of the

The Bronto

All eight platforms are mounted
Bronto S56XRs
S70XR
on Scania P 410 four axle 8x8
chassis and are loaded with
optional equipment such as radio
remote controls, hydraulically
extendable 600kg work
platforms, detachable platform
mounted winches, a hydraulic
superstructure mounted generator and an emergency back-up system. The S70XR also features 440
degrees of platform rotation.

Monitor opens Waimea Australia
Australian spider lift specialist Monitor Lifts has established a new business - Waimea
Australia - in a joint venture with the Waimea Group of New Zealand.
The Joyce family - which owns Monitor Lifts - holds
a majority stake in the venture, while the Waimea
Group, owned by the Thomas family, has a significant
minority holding. Waimea Australia is dedicated
to the sale and rental of truck mounted lifts, while
Monitor will increase its focus on spider lifts and rail
mounted platforms from Platform Basket and Omme
Lift. Waimea Australia takes over the GSR distribution
which Monitor has handled since 2009 and will also
distribute insulated platforms from Versalift USA.

Snorkel Elwood’s 10,000th S3219E
Snorkel has shipped the 10,000th 19ft S3219E
slab electric scissor lift built at its facility in
Elwood, Kansas.
Introduced in February 2015 the S3219E was the
first model in a new line of Snorkel electric scissor
lifts designed in Elwood. A further 6,000 units
have been produced at Snorkel’s plants in the UK,
New Zealand and China.

(L-R) Matthew Elvin, Don Ahern, David
Smith and Robby Hagan with the
10,000th Elwood-built S3219E

JLG sues Sany and former employee
Oshkosh/JLG has filed lawsuits against ex-employee McKenzie Ditty and Sany America,
alleging that its former senior project engineer may have provided the Chinese equipment
manufacturer with confidential information on recently patented boom lift technology intended
for a new line of boom lifts the manufacturer is working on.
The initial summons was filed in October with a slew or further documents and motions filed
on December 14th. Oshkosh is seeking a court order to block Sany from “misappropriating or
threatening to misappropriate JLG’s trade secrets,” as well as monetary damages.

50 Multitels for Maltech

Swiss rental company Maltech has purchased 50 Multitel MTE 270 EX 3.5 tonne telescopic
truck mounted lifts. The MTE 270 EX has a working height of 27 metres, a maximum outreach
of 17 metres with 80kg, or 12.8 metres with 230kg.
Features include Multitel’s MUSA system which
monitors outrigger positions, platform load and
slew position to automatically calculate the working
envelope. The machines, purchased through Multitel
distributor Skyworker, will be delivered between now
and 2025.
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The handover of the first unit

First MK73-3.1 in France
French crane and access rental
company Altigrues has taken the
country's first Liebherr MK73-3.1 three
axle mobile self-erecting tower crane.

The new MK73-3.1

It has a maximum capacity of six tonnes
at a 12 metre radius, while the maximum
radius is 38.5 metres with a capacity of
two tonnes at a height of 26.5 metres.
Launched last summer, the MK73-3.1 is
the company’s first mobile self-erector
and will be based in the Paris area.

Another 2,600t Huisman
for Daewoo/Eneti
Korean shipbuilder Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering
has ordered a second 2,600 tonne Huisman leg encircling crane.
As with the first order in July, it will be installed on a new jack
up vessel it is building for Monaco-based offshore construction
specialist Eneti.
The latest crane will feature a 155 metre boom for a lift height of
174 metres above deck and a hook height of 215 metres above sea
level - ideal for handling the next generation of wind turbines up to
20MW capacity.

Easy Lift R300 for Titocci

Italy’s Titocci has taken the very first 30 metre Easy Lift R300 telescopic spider lift. The
new machine - supplied by Easy Lift dealer Skylift - has a five section boom topped by a
two element articulating jib, for a
working height of 30.5 metres and
a maximum outreach of 14.5 metres
with 80kg.
The maximum platform capacity of
230kg can be taken out to 12.8 metres
at a height of 25 metres. Overall width
is 1.4 metres while an outrigger width
of just 2.3 metres is available. Romebased Titocci specified self-levelling
outriggers and custom paint.

Eight Tadanos for Mammoet

Dutch international crane and heavy transport group Mammoet has ordered eight new Tadano
(Demag) cranes including two 650 tonne CC 38.650-1 (Demag CC3800-1) lattice boom crawler
cranes.
The big crawler is rated at a 12 metre radius and comes with a 171 metres of main boom and a 193
metre maximum tip height. The rest of the order is made up of a 45 tonne AC 3.045-1 City crane
with E-Pack electric power and five Tadano GR Rough Terrain cranes. The company also ordered a
Boom Booster kit for its Demag/Tadano CC cranes.
The Tadano AC 3.045-1 City crane

The Tadano
CC 38.650-1
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Financials
round-up
Canadian rental company Stephenson’s Rental Services has
acquired a controlling interest in Québec rental company Centre de
Location GM which operates from four branches
in the Montreal region. The company runs a range of
tools, aerial lifts and telehandlers. Stephenson’s has a
similar range of equipment from 45 locations across
Ontario and Alberta.
Belgian rental company TVH Equipment - part of the Mateco
group - has acquired aerial lift sales and rental company Rentalift
from its owners Van den Dorpe Handling Equipment
which intends to focus on its logistics and port businesses. Rentalift
was established in 2001 by the Deschrijvere - De
Leersnyder family in Izegem, north of Kortrijk. It
is the distributor for Multitel, Almac and Jekko
and runs a rental fleet with work platforms, spider
cranes and telehandlers.
US private equity firm Kinderhook Industries has acquired REIC
(Rental Equipment Investment Corporation) in partnership with its founder
and chief executive Kevin Fitzgerald. Chris Ragot - chairman of
Utility One Source and co-founder of NorthOcean Capital Partners will represent Kinderhook on the REIC board. REIC was established in
2014 to acquire small to medium rental equipment
companies across the USA. Last year it added Rent
Me Rentals in Washington and operates from 32
locations under the Pro Rentals & Sales, C.H.I, ERS,
Midway Rental and Hillside Rentals brands.
French rental group Kiloutou has acquired rental company AB
Matériels based in the Vaucluse region of Southern France. Founded
in 1996 AB Matériels runs a fleet of aerial work
platforms and telehandlers from three locations.
Kiloutou will merge the business into its existing
branch network.
Canadian rental company Cooper Equipment Rentals has
acquired Eze Rent-It Centre in British Columbia and Stayner
Rental in Ontario. Eze was set up in 1986 and runs a wide range of
equipment, including boom and scissor lifts, from three locations and is
also a Genie dealer. Co-owner Russ Walsh will continue to work with the
company over the next few months.
Stayner was established in 1989 by Paul and
Edina Van Staveren and operates from one location
in Stayner, Ontario, offering a range of tools,
excavation and compaction equipment.
US sales and rental group Alta Equipment is to acquire the assets
of Ambrose Equipment of New Hampshire
which specialises in the sale and rental of
paving equipment The acquisition expands Alta’s
construction equipment sales and rental network to
39 locations in 10 states.
Dutch mini telehandler and compact wheel loader manufacturer
Tobroco-Giant has signed an exclusive agreement to supply Doosan
Infracore Europe with a range of models with Doosan branding for sale
through its European dealer network.
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Swedish investment group Axel Johnson International has
acquired Lifting Gear UK, from the Turner family and Andrew Stafford.
Established in 2007 Lifting Gear UK rents a wide range of lifting tackle from
12 locations and customer manufactures rigging gear. Revenues in 2020
were £8.4 million with a pre-tax profit of £1.38 million and total assets of
£9.7 million. Axel Johnson owns 150 companies and generates revenues
of €1.14 billion from six divisions, including ‘Lifting
Solutions’, which includes 22 companies offering
wire rope, chains and overhead cranes, with a
combined revenue of €330 million.

Palfinger and Sany have confirmed their agreement to return the
shares in each other’s companies, effectively ending the cross ownership
aspect of the joint ventures that the two companies
signed in 2012. Palfinger say the cross ownership
serves no practical purpose, but its ‘operational
cooperation’ with Sany, including joint ventures in
China and Russia/CIS states, will be expanded.
Klubb has acquired its Belgian distributor Mondia Wallonie. Based
in Liège it distributes and rents self-erecting tower cranes, representing
Potain and Speed Crane. It has more recently
added vehicle mounted platform sales and rental,
representing Isoli and Klubb. Mondia’s director
Thierry Pirenne and his team will continue to
manage the company.
Bravi, has reported a 70% increase in 2021 revenues, but has not

disclosed numbers. Its year end order book was up 250% on last year. As a
result, it plans to invest in additional production capacity. Growth came from
a 100% jump in sales of the Leonardo HD, plus a
26% increase in stock picker sales. It is forecasting
a further 50% growth for this year.

JLG reported revenues for the quarter to the end of December of $833.3
million, an increase of almost 48 percent, with aerial lift sales up 49% while
telehandler sales jumped 70%. Operating profit was
29% higher at $32.3 million. The order book at the
end of December was $3.57 billion, compared to
$771.5 million last year.
Manitou has reported four quarter revenues up 9% to €473 million, taking
annual sales to €1,875m, up 18%. It ended the year with an order book of
€2.99 billion compared to €918 million last year. It
is forecasting more than 20% growth for 2022.

Germany’s Gerken is to acquire the aerial lift
division of the Allgaier group in an asset based
transaction, including its aerial lift and telehandler
fleet, all related staff, customer base and the division’s
Neu Ulm depot.

1,000t crawler
for Wasel
German crane rental company Wasel has taken
delivery of a 1,000 tonne Liebherr LR 11000 lattice
boom crawler crane complete with Liebherr’s
SL10DF2BV wind
power boom
system. The 168
metre main boom
and fixed offset
First job for the new
jib of up to 24
Liebherr LR 11000
metres provides
hook heights up to 192 metres with a capacity of 110 tonnes.
Features include Liebherr’s VarioTray and V-Frame ballast
systems.
The crane’s first job was installing a wind turbine with a hub height
of 170 metres in Coesfeld in North Rhine Westphalia. At the same
time Wasel also took delivery of the first 700 tonne Liebherr LR
1700-1.0 crawler crane.

Eurogrúas’ new
LR1700 starts
its working life
in Germany

First Liebherr LR 1700-1.0 for Spain
Spanish crane company Eurogrúas 2000 has taken delivery of the first Liebherr 700 tonne LR
1700-1.0 lattice crawler crane for Spain. The new LR 1700 replaces a 600 tonne crawler crane
in the Eurogrúas fleet which has been largely employed in the wind power market.

The LR1700 shipped directly from the Liebherr factory in Ehingen, Germany to a wind farm near
Düsseldorf where it is assembling 20 wind turbines with a hub height of 161 metres and unit weights
of up to 86 tonnes. It will then complete contracts at several other German wind farms before
travelling to its base in Spain.

Klubb rescue platforms for Paris
Klubb has won a contract to supply its 33 metre EGI Meteor 330 aerial rescue platforms to fire
departments in the Île-de-France region. The three year deal includes the supply, maintenance
and repair of the platforms to the départements of Seine et Marne and Yvelines. Between them
they operate from 110 fire stations and manage more than 200,000 operations a year in both
dense urban and rural areas.
The Meteor 330 has
a rescue height of 33
metres, an outreach
of 25 metres and a
basket capacity of
500kg and has been
designed to rescue
disabled or injured
people including those
on a stretcher. The
platform is equipped
with a cannon, rescue
gangway, lighting
and water curtain
protection.

A Klubb-EGI Meteor 330
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News HIGHLIGHTS
• Ashtead - owner of Sunbelt Rentals

• Austria’s Kran Mitterhauser has taken

Renata
Ribeiro

a 100t four axle Tadano ATF-100-4.1.

• Italian crane and aerial lift company

F.lli Zanoletti has taken a Liebherr MK 88-4.1.

• UK’s

• US tower crane company P&J

• Dutch rental company Holland Huurt has

• Point of Rental has

expanded its South
African team with
two new executives Nhlanhla Nkomo and
Leon Du Plessis.

Phil

Graysmark

• Hammer Head Builders has taken first Tadano
GR-900EX-4 RT in the Philippines.

• Crane manufacturer Jekko has appointed Jorge
Menocal as sales manager, South America.

• Crane and Access industry veteran Mark

• Swiss exhibitions

of Genie as a director.

Nhlanhla
Nkomo

Leon
Du Plessis

Marcel
Equipment has entered the earthmoving Riemslag
market with XCMG.

• Klubb has won an order for EGI Meteor
330s for two fire brigades in the Paris
region.

• UK’s RJC Plant Hire has taken two JCB
525-60E all-electric telehandlers.
2022 IAPA awards.

• Brazil’s Mills Estruturas has appointed

Barley as chief operating officer of
Tadano America.

Dean
Barley

Sebastián Villa as non-executive
director following the resignation of
Diego Stark.

• German crane company Schuch has

• Ireland’s Crane Hire Limited has added a 700t
• UK’s BPH Equipment has taken its third 100t

• Germany’s I & H Kran Transport

Kobelco CKE900G-3 crawler crane

engineer for Southern Germany, Austria and
Hungary.
Montageservice has taken two Tadano AT
cranes - a 100t and a 220 tonner.

• Italy’s Tirrena Noleggi has taken two 12m Easy
Lift R130 spider lifts.

• ANK Cranes is the new Grove

• Frank Hasenfratz, founder/chairman
• Link-Belt has appointed Richard
Shultz as VP manufacturing.

• Jean-Louis Olivier, founder & former

Frank

has opened a new office in Taiwan.

• India’s Rentease has taken its first

Jean-Louis
Olivier

two 50ft Nifty HR17NE battery electric boom lifts.

• Liebherr GB has appointed Lyle
Sibbald as sales manager Scotland &
Northern England
• Germany’s Staplerwelt Süd has
changed its name to ATG.

• Noatum has taken four Liebherr

harbour mobile cranes for its Spanish terminals.

Eric
Liner

• Austria’s Felbermayr is to expand

its German access business and
has recruited Stephan Kulawik to
head it.
Spanish rental group GAM has taken Stephan
Kulawik
the first JCB 525-60E telehandler in
Iberia.

• JLG has launched a four track option for its 60
and 66ft telescopic boom lifts.

• JLG parent Oshkosh has appointed

• Gene Martin as

• Australia’s Verton has appointed

Hanho International as its distributor
for S. Korea.

Jay
Iyengar

recruited Hans Aarse and
Edwin van der Laar to
lead its access sales.

Potain MDT 319 tower cranes to its fleet.
VP engineering and
Jaime Hernández as
international district
manager South
America.

Gene
Martin

Hans
Aarse

Edwin van
der leer

• Californian rental company American

• Dutch contractor Ballast Nedam has added two

Jay Iyengar as chief technology
officer.

David
Sargent

• XCMG Europe has

Shipbuilding has ordered
a second 2,600t Huisman
leg encircling crane.

• UK’s Staffordshire Crane Hire has taken a new
Böcker AK 46/6000 truck crane.

truck mounted JV with Waimea of NZ.

• France’s Boulet Bâtiment has taken its first 62ft • Korea’s Daewoo
Genie Z-62/40 TraX boom lift.

•
Lyle
Sibbald

• Australia’s Monitor Lifts has formed a

articulated boom lift, the 51ft ZA16JERT

promoted Eric Liner to chief
executive replacing Craig Paylor
has taken 55 Haulotte platforms

• Certex UK - part of Axel Johnson -

manufacturer UpRight, has died.

• Zoomlion has unveiled the all-electric RT

• Israeli rental company Avi Cranes

CEO of French tower crane anticollision manufacturer SMIE has died

• David Sargent, former CEO of aerial lift

1300-6.3 with 90m main boom.

• LGMG North America has

Hasenfratz

Bronto S104HLA truck mounted lift

• Liebherr has launched a new 300t LTM

crane distributor for Norway and
Sweden.

of Skyjack owner Linamar has died.

Sebastián
Villa

ordered 15 new Liebherr cranes.

• Spierings has appointed Bernd Merkle as sales • Finland’s Jalo & Jalo has taken a 104m

Liebherr LTM 1650-8.1 to its fleet

Steven
Craven

• IPAF has published the nominations for its

Rick Robinson, a former Grove cranes
• Canary Islands-based Maquinas Opein has taken • employee has died.
three 12m Easy Lift R130 spider lifts.

• Canadian aerial lift company CanLift

to head of sales.

• Tadano has appointed of Dean
Hermann
Paus

after 35 years in the crane business.

• Riwal UK has promoted Steven Craven

ordered 80 Manitou telehandlers
and boom lifts.

hoist & aerial lift manufacturer Paus has died.

• IPAF has appointed Jacco de Kluijver

Geoff
Marshall

- Baumag 2022 and Swissbau - have been
postponed.

• Hermann Paus - founder of crane,

• Platform Basket has launched a new road/
• Marcel Riemslag of Hovago is retiring

• Germany’s Luibl Rental & Sales has

Thurston is retiring.

taken a new 66ft Holland Lift HL-220 E25
4WD/P/N.
rail self-propelled telescopic boom lift, the
RR19/500.

Assistance et Services as its
exclusive after-sales partner in
France.
Marshall has died.

Graysmark as business development
director.

Fred
Taylor

• JLG has appointed Nacelle

• UK access training veteran Geoff

• Liugong Europe has appointed Phil

as MD of its USA operations.

Coussens Crane Hire has taken a 230t
Liebherr LTM 1230-5.1 AT.

Arcomet has changed its name to
Uperio USA

• Germany’s Gerken has taken four Snorkel
SR626E all-electric telehandlers.

n ew s

• Fred Taylor, founder of tyre

manufacturer OTR has died.

- has appointed Renata Ribeiro as a
non-executive director.

• Liebherr has appointed Tim Gerhardt

c&a

Jaime

Hernandez

Rentals has acquired Cole Equipment.

• Germanys Gerken has taken four new

Snorkel SR626E all-electric telehandlers.

• MyCrane, the crane selection platform, has
appointed Erik Altena
as head of strategic
development, Alan Faulds
as managing director for
the UAE and Oman Igor
Dobrovolskiy as managing
director for MyCrane in
Russia and Alexander
Kouklev as business
development director for
the Russian Far East and
Asia Pacific region.

Erik
Altena

Igor

Dobrovolskiy

Alan
Faulds

Alexander
Kouklev
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